
My Séance Experiences on July 3/4 July 2019 
 
Table Séance (First Night): 
 
After our briefing, we all gathered in the séance room. The cabinet area was examined by a 
sitter to ensure nothing extra was placed in the area. Each sitter was also carefully examined 
to ensure there were no electronics brought into the room. We were split into two groups 
and in each group, two sitters were assigned to hold the Medium’s hand and rest their foot 
next to the Medium when a phenomena would begin to occur.  
 
We all begin to sing and the table moved to the beat of the music as we thanked the spirits 
for joining us. The table moved in all directions with very powerful energy back and forth 
towards the sitters.  
 
It was extremely hot and we all sang with lots of energy and love to build the energy. Blue 
lights flickered above and between and we witnessed the musical instruments moving 
around in cabinet. A drum flew across the sitters and landed in the middle of the table and a 
bell which hanged from the ceiling was dropped on the floor between the sitters. A chair 
landed on the table from across the back of the room as we thanked the spirits. Kai asked 
the spirits to levitate the table and it raised about 1 1/2 feet in mid-air. There were moments 
where the table turned completely sideways and on his command, it balanced back on all 
four legs. At one point, the table tilted sideways on one side and levitated in mid-air. Some 
of the sitters were asked if they could try pushing the table back down, but it was 
impossible. One sitter made an attempt to push the side of the table down that was 
levitating, but the table formed a bow like structure. A few times during the table séance, 
the legs of the table made its way under my legs and embraced me sideways with all four 
legs cornering me. It was a blissful feeling of being greeted by spirit. 
 
The spirits levitated the musical instruments which floated in mid-air around the sitters. Kai 
then asked the spirit communicators to show their presence by knocking on the walls. The 
spirit communicators knocked on the walls all around the room as we thanked them for 
joining us.  
 
Our last experiment was performed with the entire group of sitters. We were asked to stand 
up and hold hands which formed a group circle. We were instructed to imagine a water 
droplet hanging from the ceiling. We were asked to imagine this water droplet becoming 
larger and eventually falling from the ceiling. All of a sudden, a small Buddha figure fell from 
the ceiling onto the table in front of a sitter. She was given this Buddha figure as a gift from 
the spirit world.  
 
As we approached the end of the séance, we all noticed the floor was covered with tiny 
puddles of water. With wet socks and drenched clothing, we all gathered back upstairs with 
excitement to share our experiences.  
 


